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INSTRUCfIONS: 

1. 	This paper has three (3) questions. 

2. 	 Question 1 is compulsory. 

3. 	 Choose one other question between Question 2 and 

Question 3. 

4. 	Question 1 is worth thirty (30) marks and Questions 2 

and 3 are worth twenty (20) marks each. 

5. 'Presentation of answers should follow linguistic 

conventions, and good language use will attract credit. 

This paper should not be opened until permission has been granted by the invigilator. 
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QUESTION 1 (COMPULSORY) 


(a) 	Explain what is meant by the following terms, and give examples to illustrate your 

answer. 

(i) Airstream mechanism 	 [2 marks] 

(ii) Transcription 	 [2 marks] 

(iii) Assimilation 	 [2 marks] 

(iv) Phonotactics 	 [2 marks1 

(v) Syllable 	 [2 marks] 

(b) Give the feature that was used to classify each ofthe folloWing sets of speech 


sounds: 


(i) [ f, v, m, w, p 1 	 [2 marks1 

(ii) [i, e, m, n, I, w1 	 [2 marks1 

(iii) [k, g, i, u'f)] 	 [2 marks] 

(iv) [b, a, v, Z, r] 	 [2 marks] 

(v) [ s, z,~H, 3.>dj1 	 [2 marks] 

(c) Discuss two reasons why there is a lack of one -to- one correspondem::e between 


orthography and pronunciation. Give examples to illustrate your answer. [5 marks] 


(d) Discuss two things that form part of a speaker's phonological knowledge. [5 marks] 

[TOTAL: 30 MARKS] 

QUESTION 2 

(a) 	Rewrite the following paragraph in spelling. 

"It \J..)d"Z. a \\\~~\/o\'OS ,SeU,'bt-eIS(\J ~d ~es~ \J0al!") ~l:\al\.c:\ -Lu 5'~ ~~ 
~o \c\e..¥.~'("e:tSnz. ~~-\.. ~a. 5\.<:\ ~f ?~C;" a.."id-:rdu..>&) :>:\ <Y\e:I.d 'd'V '("hSCl.\.¥-.\c\ 
0""\~\:S:o(~o\. aeo ~2.. S,,\S d1.\al1:- a ':j~:.\. b~~:t. avic. d 1?~\<..1.t.. a"u.)\C.('\ 

.\Sl.~ \0 \~\.\ \~~:S\\. aHa ~{"\"r.'" ~\('\1\\:. a"Ua-z.. 1.\\ (\c'\J" -t.a:tn'"\ SdlJ U-:I\: 

\.}'..Y(3\.:cJ ~\ a;::.o u-.Je.<\ \e.:i("\~ ch"O!:-Jd.. 

[10 marks] 
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(b) Describe the following speech sounds according to their place of articulation, 

manner of articulation and state of the glottis. Give an example of a word in which 

each speech sound occurs. 

(i) [ f)] [2 marks] 

(i i) [s] [2 marks] 

(iii) [k] [ 2 marks] 

(iv) [£] [2 marks] 

(v) [w] [2 marks] 

[TOTAL: 20 MARKS] 

QUESTION 3 

(a) 	Formalise the following phonological rules: 

(i) 	 A consonant becomes rounded or labialised before a rounded vowel. 

[4 marks] 

(ii) A voiceless consonant becomes aspirated before a stressed vowel 	[4 marks] 

(iii) A nasal becomes syllabic when a preceding schwa has been deleted. [4marks] 

(b) For each of the rules in (a), give one word that illustrates it, and then transcribe the 

word. [6 marks] 

(c) 	 What is the name ofthe assimilation process.that is accounted for by the rule in (a (i) 

above? [2 marks] 

{TOTAL: 20 MARKS] 
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